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The Court composed of: Sylvain ORÉ, President; Ben KIOKO, Vice-president; Rafaâ
BEN ACHOUR, Ângelo V. MATUSSE, Suzanne MENGUE, M-Thérèse MU|(AMUL|SA,
ÏUJIIANE R. CHIZUMILA, ChAfiKa BENSAOULA, B|aise TCHII(AYA, SteIIa I. ANUKAM -
Judges; and Robert ENO - Registrar,

ln accordance with Article 22 of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and
Peoples' Rights on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and peoples, Rights
(hereinafter referred to as "the Protocol") and Rule S(2) of the Rules of Court (hereinafter
referred to as "the Rules"), Justice lmani D. ABOUD, member of the Court and a national
of Tanzania, did not hear the Application.

ln the Matter of:

Job MLAMA, Ancieth EDWARD and Shija MADATA

Self-represented

VETSUS

UNITED REPUBL]C OF TANZANIA,

represented by:

Dr. clement MASHAMBA, solicitor General, office of the solicitor General;

Ms' Sarah MWAIPOPO, Director, Division of Constitutional Affairs and Human
Rights; Attorney General's Chambers;

iii' Ambassador Baraka LUVANDA, Director, LegalAffairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
East Africa and lnternational Cooperation;

iv' Ms. Nkasori SARAKIKYA, Principal State Attorney, Attorney General,s Chambers;
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V Mr. Mark MULWAMBo, principal state Attorney , Attorney General,s chambers;

vil

VI Mr. Abubakar MRlsHA, senior state Attorney , Attorney General,s chambers;

Ms. Blandina I(ASAGAMA, Foreign Service Officer, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
East Africa and lnternational Cooperation.

after deliberation,

renders the following Judgment.

I. THE PARTIES

1' Job Mlama, Ancieth Edward and Shija Madata (hereinafter referred to as,,the
first, second and third Applicants respectively") are all nationals of Tanzania,
who are currenfly serving a term of twenÿ (20) years' imprisonment, for the
offences of sexual exploitation of a child.

2' The Application is filed against the United Republic of Tanzania (hereinafter
referred to as the "Respondent state"), which became a party to the African
Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (hereinafter referred to as the ,,Charte/,)

on 21 October 1986 and the Protocol on 10 February 2006. lt also deposited,
on 29 March 2010, the Declaration under Article 3a(6) of the protocol by which
it accepted the jurisdiction of the Court to receive cases from individuals and
Non-Governmentar organisations. on 21 November 2019, the Respondent
State deposited with the Chairperson of the African Union Commission an
instrument withdrawing its Declaration. The court has held that this withdrawal
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will have no bearing on pending cases and will only take effect one year after
its filing, namely, 22 November 2020.1

II. SUBJECT OF THE APPLICATION

A. Facts of the matter

3. The record before this Court indicates that on 3 June 2OOB, the Applicants were
jointly charged with three counts of sexual exploitation of a child in accordance
with section 1388(1) of the Respondent state's penal code for having
allegedly forced a thirteen (13) year-old girl to engage in sexual intercourse
with a dog. These counts involved: threatening to use violence towards a child
in order to procure sexual intercourse; knowingly keeping a child in a premise
for the purpose of sexual abuse and taking advantage of a relationship with a
child to procure the child for sexual intercourse.

4. On 4 May 2009, the Resident Magistrate's Court at Mwanza convicted all the
Applicants. They were each sentenced to twenÿ (20) years, imprisonment on
the first two counts. Further, the third Applicant was sentenced to an additional
term of fifteen (15) years imprisonment on the third count. The sentences were
ordered to run concurrenfly.

5. Dissatisfied with the conviction and sentence, on 24 June 2OOg, the Applicants
appealed to the High Court of Tanzania sitting at Mwanza. On 26 September
2012, the High Court quashed the conviction and sentence imposed on the
Applicants in respect of the first count. lt also quashed the conviction and
sentence imposed on the third Applicant in respect of the third count. However,
the High Court confirmed the conviction and sentence of all the Applicants in

1 Andrew Ambrose cheusiv. llnited Republic of 
-T^anzania, 

ActHpR, Application No. 004/2015, Judgment
of 26 June 2020 (merits and reparations) §§ 37-39
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respect of the second count. subsequenfly, on 15 october 2012, the Applicants
filed an appeal to the Court of Appeal.

6. On 30 July 2013, the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal in its entireÿ.
Furthermore, it ordered each of the Applicants to pay to the complainant,

compensation of Two Hundred Thousand Tanzanian Shillings (TZS 2OO,0OO)"

B. Alleged violations

7. The Applicants allege the following

That their conviction was based on partial evaluation of evidence;

That they were convicted for an act that did not constitute an offence at
the time it was committed;

iii. That they were denied bail pending their trial;

That section 1388(1)(e) as well as the entire section of the penal code
on the offences against moraliÿ are "couched in terms contravening

Article 13(1),(2),(3),(4) and (5) of the Constitution of Tanzania,,.

III. SUMMARY OF THE PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT

8. The Application was received on 5 April 2016 and served on the Respondent

State on '10 May 2016.|t was also transmitted to the entities listed under Rule
35(3) of the Rules on the same day.

9. The parties filed their pleadings on merits and reparations within the time
stipulated by the court. The said pleadings were duly exchanged.

IV
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10. Pleadings were closed on 12 February 2019 and the Parties were duly notified

IV. PRAYERS OF THE PARTIES

11" The Applicants pray the Court to grant the following orders:

a. That the respondent state has violated the Applicants' right provided under

Article 2 of the African Charter on Human and peoples, Rights;

b. That the respondent state has violated the Applicants' right provided under
Article 3(1) and (2) of the African charter on Human and peoples,Rights;

c. That the Respondent state has violated the Applicants right provided under
Article 7 (1), (b), (d) and t(2) of the African charter on Human and peoptes'

Rights;

d. That the Application be admitted and granted in totaliÿ;

e. That the Applicants' prayers be granted;

f. That the Respondent be notified (sic) to quash the Applicants, sentence of
20 years imprisonment per capita to restore justice;

g. Reparations to the first and second Applicants in the amount of Four
Hundred rhousand united states Dollars each and the third Applicant,
Three Hundred Thousand United States Dollars for the violations of their
rights;

h. That the Respondent State bears the costs.

12.The Respondent state prays the court to grant the following orders:

i. That the Honourable Court is not vested with jurisdiction to adjudicate the
Application;

ii. That the Application has not met the admissibility requirements stipulated
under Rule 40(6) of the Rules of Court;

iii. That the Applicants' prayers be dismissed;

iv' That the Applicants continue to serve their lawful sentences;

v. That the Applicant not be granted reparations;

vi. That the Application be dismissed in totatity for lack of merit.
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vii. That the Respondent state has not violated any of the rights alleged by the
Applicant.

V. JURISDICTION

13. The court observes that Article 3 of the protocol provides as follows:

1' The jurisdiction of the Court shall extend to all cases and disputes submitted

to it concerning the interpretation and application of the Charter, this protocol

and any other relevant Human Rights instrument ratified by the states
concerned.

2. ln the event of a dispute as to whether the court has jurisdiction, the court
shall decide.

14.|n accordance with Rule 39(1) of the Rules, "the Court shall ascertain its
jurisdiction... in accordance with the Charter, the Protocol and these Rules.,,

15.On the basis of the above-cited provisions, the Court must preliminarily,

conduct an assessment of its jurisdiction and dispose of objections thereto, if
any.

16.The Respondent State raises an objection to the material jurisdiction of the
Court on two grounds.

A. Objections to material jurisdiction

17. The Respondent State objects to the material jurisdiction of the Court as
follows: firstly, that the Applicants have raised two allegations before this Court
for the first time; and secondly, that the court is being asked to sit as an
appellate court.
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18. According to the Respondent State, the allegations raised for the first time are
the

(i) Allegation that the Applicants were denied bail, and;

(ii) Allegation that the Appricants were convicted on the basis of a non_

existent offence.

19. Citing the Court's decision in the matter of Ernest Mtingwiv Repubtic of Malawi,
the Respondent State also contends that this Court is not a court of appeal and
thus it cannot consider issues already finalised by its national courts.

20. The Applicants argue that freedom, equaliÿ, justice and digniÿ are cardinal
principles of the Charter as indicated in the Charter's preamble and that their
Application is a result of the denial of "freedom and digniÿ,, by the national
courts and thus the court has jurisdiction to consider it.

***

21.As regards the objection that the Court lacks jurisdiction since it is not a court
of first instance, the Court recalls that it has jurisdiction as long as the rights
alleged by an Applicant as having been violated, fall under a bundle of rights
and guarantees invoked at the national courts.

22. ln the instant case, the Court notes that the Applicants have alleged the
violation of rights guaranteed by the Charter and by other international human
rights instruments. lt therefore rejects the Respondent State's objection on this
point.

23. On the objection by the Respondent State, that the Court is being asked to sit
as an appellate court, the Court notes in accordance with its established
jurisprudence: "...that it is not an appellate body with respect to decisions of
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national courts.2 However, the Court emphasised in the matter of Atex Thomas
v. United Republic of Tanzania. that: ... this does not preclude it from examining
relevant proceedings in the national courts in order to determine whether they
are in accordance with the standards set out in the Charter or any other human
rights instruments ratified by the State concerned.,,3

24. ln this connection, the Court notes that under Article 3(1) of the protocol, it has
jurisdiction to examine any application submitted to it, provided that the rights
of which violation is alleged are protected by the Charter or any other human
rights instrument ratified by the Respondent State.

25. The Court notes that the present Application raises allegations of violations of
the human rights enshrined in Articles 2,3 and 7 of the Charter, the examination
of which falls within the Court's jurisdiction. The Respondent State's objections
in this respect are therefore dismissed.

26. consequently, the court holds that it has materialjurisdiction.

B. Personal jurisdiction

27.\rÿ|ile the Respondent State has not raised any objection to the personal
jurisdiction of the court, the court notes that, on 2.1 November 2019, it
deposited with the Chairperson of the African Union Commission, a notice of
withdrawal of the Declaration, as referred to in paragraph 2 of this Judgment.

28. The Court recalls that, the withdrawal of a Declaration deposited pursuant to
Article 3a(6) of the Protocol does not have any retroactive effect and it also has

z Ernest Flancis î,tftingwiv. Repubtic of Malawi(urisdiction) (15 March 2013), l AfcLR 190 § 14.3, Emes!Francis Mtingwiv. Repubtic of Malawi-Qurisoiction;)ora; ieneoy tvan v. IJnited Repubtic ofTanzania, ActHPR, Application No.2512016, Juàgment of âa Marcn 20i9 (merits rnJ ,"pàifions) § 26;Armand Guehi v. United Repubtic of Tanzania (mèrits and. reparationg 7 December zorc, i-NctR 247 s33; Nguza viking (Babu !"!2 ?4 lrhnson Nguza (Papi Koàhfl v. uÂitea Repubtic oi rainzania (merits)(23 March 2018) 2 AfCLR 287 s 35.
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no bearing on matters pending prior to the deposit of the instrument
withdrawing the Declaration, as is the case with the present Application. The
Court also confirmed that any withdrawal of the Declaration takes effect twelve
(12) months after the notice of withdrawal is filed. ln respect of the Respondent
state, therefore, its withdrawal will take effect on 22 November 2020.4

29.|n light of the foregoing, the Court finds that it has personal jurisdiction to
examine the present Application

C. Other aspects of jurisdiction

30.The Court notes that the temporal and territorial aspects of its jurisdiction are
not disputed by the Respondent State and that nothing on the record indicates
that the court lacks such jurisdiction. The court, accordingly, holds that:

(i) that it has temporaljurisdiction on the basis that the alleged violations
are continuing in nature, in that the Applicants remain convicted and
are serving a sentence of twenÿ (20) years, imprisonment on grounds
which they consider are wrong and indefensible;5

(ii) lt has territorial jurisdiction given that the facts of the case occurred in
the Respondent State's territory.

31.|n light of the foregoing, the Court holds that it has jurisdiction to hear this
Application

4lngabire victoire lJmuhoza v. Repubtic of Rwanda (urisdiction) (3 June 2016) l AfcLR 562 § 67; AndrewAmbrose cheusi v. tJnited Repubtic of ranzania, nitnpR, np[riàtion No. oo4/201s-.luà!mËnt or zoJune 2020 (merits and reparations) §§ 35-39.
sBeneficiaries of tate Norbert Zongo, Àoaouuye Nikiema a/ias Ablasse , Ernest Zongo, Blaise ltboudo andMouvement Burkinabe des Droits de t'Hommé et des Peuples v. Burkina Faso(preliirinarÿ àÉ;ectionsy 1zrJune2013) 1 AfCLR 197ss 71 -27.
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VI. ADMISSIBILITY

32. ln terms of Article 6(2) of the Protocol, "the Court shall rule on the admissibiliÿ
of cases taking into account the provisions of Article 56 of the Charter.,,
Pursuant to Rule 3g(1) of the Rules, "the court shall conduct preliminary

examination of ... the admissibiliÿ of the application in accordance with Article
56 of the charter, Article 6(2) of the protocol and Rule 40 of these Rules.,,

33. Rule 4O of the Rules, which in substance restates the content of Article 56 of
the Charter, provides as follows.

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 56 of the Charter to which Article 6(2) of the
Protocol refers, applications to the Court shall comply with the following conditions:

1. Disclose the identity of the Applicant notwithstanding the latter's request for
anonymity;

2 comply with the constitutive Act of the union and the charter;

3. Not contain any disparaging or insulting language;

4. Not based exclusively on news disseminated through the mass media;

5. Be filed after exhausting local remedies, if any, unless it is obvious that this
procedure is unduly prolonged;

6. Be filed within a reasonable time from the date local remedies were exhausted
or from the date set by the Court as being the commencement of the time limit
within which it shall be seized with the Matter;

7. Not raise any matter or issues previously settled by the parties in accordance
with the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the Constitutive Act of
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the African union, the provisions of the charter or of any legal instrument of
the African Union

A. conditions of admissibiliÿ in contention between the parties

34. The Respondent State submits that the Application does not comply with Rules
40(5) and (6) of the Rules in relation to admissibiliÿ requirements, namely;
regarding exhaustion of local remedies and on the requirement to file
applications within a reasonable time after exhaustion of local remedies.

i. Objection based on non-exhaustion of local remedies

35. The Respondent State, citing the decision of the African Commission on

Human and Peoples' Rights (hereinafter referred to as "African Commission,,)
in Southern African Human Rrghfs NGO Network and others v Tanzanial
submits that the exhaustion of local remedies is an essential principle in

international law and that the principle requires a complainant to "utilise all legal

remedies" in the domestic courts before seizing an intemational body like the
Court.

36.|t submits that there were domestic legal remedies available to the Applicants
which they should have exhausted before approaching this court. The
Respondent State contends that it enacted the Basic Rights and Duties
Enforcement Act, to provide the procedure for the enforcement of constitutionat
and basic rights as set out in Section 4 thereof.

3T.According to the Respondent State, the rights claimed by the Applicants are
provided for under Article 13(6)(a) of the Constitution of Tanzania of 1927.
Noting that, even though the Applicants are alleging violation of various rights
under the Constitution; they did not refer the alleged violations to the High Court

6 Southem Afican Human Rights NGO Network and others v. Tanzania, Communication No. 333/2006
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as required under Section 9(1) of the Basic Rights and Duties Enforcement Act.
Ïhe Respondent State thus argues that it was denied the chance to redress
the alleged violations"

38. The Applicants argue that they exhausted local remedies because their trial
began at the Resident Magistrate's Court and having been convicted, they filed
appeals in both the High Court and the Court of Appeal, the highest and final
appellate court in the Respondent State. There was thus a final decision from
the highest court in the Respondent State.

39. The Applicants further contend that the national courts ought to have
considered the issues that they had not raised "on their own initiative,, as they
have "the authoriÿ and it is their duÿ to do so" and thus it is their submission
that the Application has fulfilled the requirement of exhaustion of local
remedies.

40. The Court notes that pursuant to Rule a0(5) of the Rules an application filed
before the Court shall meet the requirement of exhaustion of local remedies.
The rule of exhaustion of local remedies aims at providing States the
opportuniÿ to deal with human rights violations occurring in their jurisdiction
before an international human rights body is called upon to determine the
responsibiliÿ of the States for such violations.T

41.1n its established jurisprudence, the Court has consistenfly held that an
Applicant is only required to exhaust ordinary judicial remedies.s Furthermore,
in several cases involving the Respondent State, the Court has repeatedly

7 African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights v. Republic of Kenya (merits) (26 May 2017),2AfcLR e §§ e3-e4.
8 Alex Thomas v. Tanzanilq"I,!9 op.crf.§ 64; witfred onyango Nganyi and others v Tanzania (merits)
18 March 2016, I AfCLR S07 s 95.
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stated that the remedy of constitutional petition in the Tanzanian judicial system
is an extraordinary remedy that an Applicant is not required to exhaust prior to
seizing this Court.s

42.The Court notes from the record that the Applicants filed an appeal against their
conviction and sentence before the Court of Appeal of Tanzania, the highest
judicial organ of the Respondent state, and on 30 July 2013, the court of
Appeal upheld the judgment of the High Court, which had earlier upheld the
judgment of the District Court. The Respondent State therefore, had the
opportuniÿ to redress their violations. lt is thus clear, that the Applicants
exhausted all the available domestic remedies.

43.For this reason, the Court dismisses the objection that the Applicants have not
exhausted local remedies.

ll. objection based on the Application not having been filed within a
reasonable time

44. According to the Respondent State, the Applicants have not complied with the
requirement under Rule 40(6) of the Rules; that an application must be filed
before the Court within a reasonable time after the exhaustion of local
remedies. lt asserts that the Applicants' case at the national courts was
concluded on 30 July 2013, and it took two (2) years and eight (g) months for
the Applicants to seize this Court.

45. Noting that Rule 40(6) of the Rules does not prescribe the time timitwithin which
individuals are required to file an application, the Respondent State draws this
Court's attention to the fact that the African Commissionlo has held a period of
six (6) months to be the reasonable time.

e Alex Thomas v. Tanzania (merits) op. cit. § 65; Mohamed Abubakari v. Tanzania (merits) op. cit.ss 66-70; Christopher Jonas v. Tanzania (merits) op. cit s aa.
10 Michaet Majuru v. Zimbabwe (2008) AHRLR t+dlnCnen ZOO8;.
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46. The Respondent State argues that two (2) years and eight (8) months is beyond
reasonable time as suggested by the Majuru v Zimbabwe case. The
Respondent State thus submits that the Application should be declared
inadmissible.

47.The Applicants argue that they only became aware of the Court "late in the year
2015 and early in 2016" . They contend that the Court's assessment of whether
they complied with the reasonable time requirement should take into
consideration the fact that they are "mere prisoners who have no legal
assistance and representation,,.

48. The Court notes that Article 56(6) of the Charter does not speciÿ any time
frame within which a case must be filed before it. Rule 40(6) of the Rules,
restates Article 56(6) of the Charter, simply requires that application be filed
within: "a reasonable time from the date local remedies were exhausted or from
the date set by the Court as being the commencement of the time limit within
which it shall be seized with the matter.',

49. The record before this Court shows that the local remedies were exhausted on
30 July 2013 when the Court of Appeal delivered its judgment. Therefore, this
should be the date from which time should be reckoned regarding the
assessment of reasonableness as envisaged in Rule a0(6) of the Rules and
Article 56(6) of the Charter. The Application was flled on S April 2016, that is,
two (2) years, eight (B) months and (10) days after exhaustion of locat
remedies. Therefore, the Court shall determine whether this time is reasonable.

50.ïhe court recalls its jurisprudence in which it concluded that: ,,...the

reasonableness of the timeframe for seizure depends on the speciflc
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circumstances of the case and should be determined on a case-by-case
basis."11 Some of the circumstances that the Court has taken into consideration
include: imprisonment, being lay without the benefit of legal assistance12,
indigence, illiteracy, lack of awareness of the existence of the court,
intimidation and fear of reprisall3 and the use of extra-ordinary remedies. ia

51. From the record, the Applicants are incarcerated, restricted in their movements
and with limited access to information and they have also submitted that they
were unaware of the court until "late in the year 2015,,. Ultimately, the above
mentioned circumstances delayed the Applicants in filing their claim to this
court. Thus, the court finds that the two (2) years and eight (g) months and
(10) days taken to file the Application before this court is reasonable.

52.Accordingly, the Court dismisses the objection relating to the non-compliance
with the requirement of filing the Application within a reasonable time after
exhaustion of local remedies.

B. Other conditions of admissibility

53. The Court notes that there is no contention regarding the compliance with the
conditions set out in Rule 40(1), (2), (3), (4) and (7) ot the Rules. Even so, the
court must satisÿ itself that these conditions have been met.

54. From the record, the court notes that, the Applicants have been clearry
identified by name in furfilment of Rule 4o(l) of the Rures.

11 Norbert Zongo v. Burkina Faso (merits) op. cit, § 92. See also Alex Thomas v. Tanzania (ments) op.cit,,
§ 73.
12, Alex Thomas v. Tanzania (merits), op. cit. § 73; Chnstopher Jonas v. Tanzania (merits) op.crï, § 54;Ramadhani v. Tanzania (merits) (11 May ZOrcf ZAfCLR e+i g Ae.

l.Aggociat!2n Pour le progrès et la Defénse des droit des Feinme Matiennes and the tnstitute for HumanRights and Devetopment in afica v. Repubric of Mari(merits) 1rt ttirày zo,ta), 2 AfcLR àao sà1a Armand Guehiv. Tan-zania (merits and reparationg)_oo.ci. s sa;-wàrra wangoko v. united Republicof Tanzania (merits) 7 December 2018,2 ArcLR 
-5?o's 

;9; niirea'ngbesi woyome v. Republic of Ghana,ActHPR, Apptication No. 001/2017, Judgment of 28 Juîe zols (meritsy gg es-ao
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55. The Application is in compliance with the Constitutive Act of the African Union
and the Charter because it raises alleged violations of human rights in fulfilment
of Rule 40(2) of the Rutes.

56. The language used in the Application is not disparaging or insulting to the
Respondent State or its institutions in fulfilment of Rule 4O(3) of the Rules.

57. The Application is not based exclusively on news disseminated through mass
media as it is founded on court documents from the municipal courts of the
Respondent state in furfirment with Rure ao@) of the Rures.

58. Further, the Application does not concern a case which has already been
settled by the Parties in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations, the Constitutive Act of the African Union, the provisions of the
Charter or of any legal instrument of the African Union in fulfilment of Rule 4O(l)
of the Rules.

59. The Court, therefore, finds that all the admissibiliÿ conditions have been met
and that this Application is admissibte.

VII. MERITS

60. The Applicants allege that their rights guaranteed in the Charter under Article
2, on the right not to be discriminated against; Article 3, on the right to equaliÿ
before the law and to equal protection of the law and Articte 7 on the right to a
fair trial were violated.

61.The Applicants atso ailege the viotations of Artictes 3(1) and (2), 7(1)(d),7(2)
of the charter and Articte 13(1), (2), (3), (4) and (s) of the Respondent state,s
Constitution; in relation to the following allegations.
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IV

Conviction based on the partial evaluation of evidence;

conviction of the Applicants based on a non-existent offence;

Applicants' denial of bail pending trial;

section 138 B(1)(e) and the penal code section on offences

against moraliÿ promotes sexism.

62- ln so far as the allegations of violations of Articles 2 and 3 of the Charter are
linked to the allegation of violation of Article 7 of the Charter, the Court will first
consider the latter allegation.ls

A. Allegation that the Applicants' conviction was based on partialevaluation of
evidence

63. The Applicants contend that the "recording, assessment and determination,, of
their trial was "premeditated" by the Resident Magistrate who they ctaim
"influenced the entire evidence by unfaimess, dishonesÿ and partialiÿ,,thereby
violating their rights under Article 7(1Xd) of the Charter.

64. They further allege that the Resident Magistrate gave "undeserved credence,,

to PW1, the victim and other prosecution witnesses who according to the
Applicants provided "weak" evidence which did not prove the charges against
them.

65.According to the Respondent State, the Applicants had the option of requesting
the Resident Magistrate to recuse himself if they were unhappy with his conduct
of the trial. The Respondent State also argues that the Applicants are raising
their distrust of the Resident Magistrate for the first time. The Respondent State
thus submits that the Application lacks merit and should therefore be dismissed

1s Peter Joseph Chacha v. lJnited Repubtic of Tanzania (admissibitity) (28 March 2014) I AfCLR 39g §122.
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***

66. The Court notes that the issue in question is whether the Resident Magistrate
was biased and thus convicted the Applicants on the basis of what was
considered as weak evidence.

6T.Article 7(1Xd) of the Charter provides: "Every indlvidual shall have the right to
have his cause heard. This comprises: [...] d) tt]he right to be tried [...] by an

impartial court or tribunal."

68.The court observes that according to the commentary on the Bangalore
Principles on Judicial conduct, "A judge's personal values, philosophy, or
beliefs about the law may not constitute bias. The fact that a judge has a
general opinion about a legal or social matter directly related to the case does
not disqualify the judge from sitting. Opinion, wtrich is acceptable, should be
distinguished from bias, which is unacceptable.,,16

69. The Court considers that, to ensure impartialiÿ, any Court must offer sufficient
guarantees to exclude any legitimate doubt.17 The Court restates that, ,,the

presumption of impartialiÿ carries considerable weight, and the law should not
carelessly invoke the possibiliÿ of bias in â judgs,,1s and that ,,whenever 

an
allegation of bias or a reasonable apprehension of bias is made, the
adjudicative integriÿ not only of an individualjudge but the entire administration

16 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, "Commentary on the Bangalore principles of Judicial
Conduct", September 2007.
Available:
anoalore princioles of Judicial conduct.pdf. (accessed on 14 september2020) § 60.
17 Findlay v UK (1997) 24 EHRR 221 §73. See also Nsongurua J Udombana, 'The African Commission on
Human and Peoples' Right and the development of fair trial norms in Africa' 2006 African Human Rights
Law Journal Vol612.
18 Alfred Agbesi Woyome v. the Repubtic of Ghana (merits) op. cfr, § 12g.
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of justice is called into question. The Court must, therefore, consider the matter
very carefully before making â finding',.1s

70. ln the instant case, the Applicants allege that the Resident Magistrate
displayed bias by convicting them on the basis of insufficient evidence. They
also made general statements such as, they are not sure whether the victim
met with the judge outside or whether the judge was moved by the .drama

dramatized by the victim" but have not demonstrated exacly how the conduct
of the judge displayed bias which eventually led to their conviction. ln any case,
the High court and court of Appeal, upon assessment of the Applicants'
appeals, held that they were righily convicted and sentenced.

71. Furthermore, the Court notes from the record that there was neither a motion
at the Resident Magistrate's Court for the Magistrate to recuse himself nor was
this issue raised with the appellate courts in relation to the evaluation of the
evidence which led to their conviction. This allegation is therefore dismissed.

72.|n light of the foregoing, the Court holds that the Respondent State has not
violated the Applicants' right to be heard by an impartial tribunal guaranteed

underArticle 7(1Xd) of the Charter.

B. Allegation regarding the non-existence of an offence

73. The Applicants contend that they were convicted of an offence that was non-
existent at the time of their trial in the Resident Magistrate's Court. particularly,

the Applicants assert that the provision of the law, that is, Section 13S(BX1Xe)
of the Penal code does not define the offence as they were charged.

74. According to the Applicants, Section 13S(B)(1)(e) of the penal Code creates
the offence of sexual exploitation of a child by "a human being.,, ln essence, the

1e tbid § 126.
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Applicants contend that the above section of the law does not cover instances
where an animalis used in the sexualexploitation of the child. They, thus argue
that they were convicted and sentenced on the basis of a non-existent offence
in violation of Article Z(2) ot the Charter.

75. The Respondent State submits that the offences the Applicants were charged
with, were already in its Penal Code at the time of their trial, that is, 7 August
2008.

76. Furthermore, the Respondent State submits that if the Applicants, contention
were true then their advocates would have raised the issue in the municipal
courts as it is such a preliminary issue. Similarly, the Respondent State argues
that its municipal courts would have brought the issue to the fore if it were true.

77.Therefore, the Respondent State submits that the allegation is "misconceived,
lacks merit and should be dismissed,,

78. Article 7() of the Charter provides that

No one may be condemned for an act or omission which did not constitute a legally
punishable offence at the time it was committed. No penarÿ may be inflicted for an
offence forwhich no provision was made at the time it was committed. punishment

is personal and can be imposed only on the offender.

79.The Court notes that Article 7(2) of the Charter reflects a key principle of
criminal law, according to which, an offence must be clearly defined by law and
the law should not be applied retroactively. lt is a "safeguard against arbitrary

***
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20 ECIHR, Coëme and others v. Belgium,Appl. nos 324g2tg6,32547tg6,3254gtg6,3320g/96 anct
???\!y, Judsment ot 22 June 2ooo s 14s.
21 EctHR, streletz, Kessler and Krerzî. Germany, Appl. nos 34u4lg6,3ss32lgz and 44g01/98,Judgment of 22March 2001 s 50.

prosecution, conviction and sentencing."zo Also, it guarantees the principle of
legaliÿ by proscribing the extension of the scope of existing offences and
penalties.

80. Even so, one cannot ignore the inevitable requirement of judicial interpretation
of ambiguous points of the law to adapt it to the circumstances of the case;
"provided that the resultant development is consistent with the essence of the
offence and could reasonably be foreseen.,,21

81. ln the instant case, the court observes that Articte 13s(BX1) (a) and (e) of the
Tanzanian Penal Code, provides:

Any person who (a) knowingly permits any child to remain in any premises for
the purposes of causing such child to be sexually abused or to participate in

any form of sexual activity or in any obscene or indecent exhibition or show;
(b) acts as a procurer of a child for the purposes of sexual intercourse or for
any form of sexual abuse, or indecent exhibition or show; ... (e) threatens, or
uses violence towards, a child to procure the child for sexual intercourse or any
form of sexual abuse or indecent exhibition or show; ... commits an offence of
sexual exploitation of children and is liable upon conviction to imprisonment for
a term of not less than five years and not exceeding twenÿ years.

82. The Court also notes that at the time of the commission of the incriminating
acts, thisArticle 138 of the Penal Code relating to the sexual exploitation of a
child already existed; and that the interpretation of this text by the courts of the
Respondent state to incrude the use of a dog for the purposes of sexuar
exploitation of a child, indeed, was within the judicial discretion of the
interpretation of the constituent elements of the selected offence.
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83. Furthermore, the court observes that, the Resident Magistrate in his
summation of the offence indicated that, "the sections in which the accused
persons are charged concem sexual exploitation of a child and this is no more
than section 138(B)(1xa), (e) and (d) of the penal code.,,He also alruded to
the evidence provided by the prosecution witnesses as enough to have proven
the elements of the charge against the accused. Moreover, on appeal, the High
Court judge also held that the elements of the crime of sexual exploitation of a
child had been proven in this case.

84. Therefore, the allegation that the Applicants were convicted of a non-existent
offence in violation of Article 7(2) of the charter is unfounded.

C. Allegation on the denial of bail pending trial

85. The Applicants allege that they were denied bail pending trial thereby violating
the Constitution of the Respondent State

86. The Respondent State argues that the reason given for the denial of bail was
that, if released, the Applicants would pose a danger to the victim, especially
because she was a child. lt further argues that the Applicants did not contest
the denial of bail in the Resident Magistrate's Court. The Respondent State
thus prays the Court to dismiss this allegation.

***

ST.Article 6 of the Charter which guarantees the right to liberty provides: ,,[e]very

individual shall have the right to liberÿ and to the security of his person. No one
may be deprived of his freedom except for reasons and conditions previously
laid down by the law..."
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88. The Court reiterates its position that, the restriction of liberty which aims to
"preserve public securiÿ, protect the rights of others and avoid possible
repetition of the offence. .."22 isjustified.

89. From the record, the Court notes that bail was denied by the Resident
Magistrate's Court in order to protect the victim, who was a minor from possible
attacks by the Applicants. The Court further notes that this is a justifiable
limitation of the right to liberÿ given that it is also provided for by law, that is
Section 148(4) of the Respondent's State's Criminal Procedure Act and it is
necessary and proportionate for the attainment of the objective of preserving
securiÿ of a witness. consequenfly, the court dismisses this allegation.

90. For the above reasons, the Court holds that the Respondent State has not
violated Article 6 of the Charter with respect to denial of bail pending trial.

D' Allegation that the impugned provisions of the Pena! Code promotes sexism

91.The Applicants allege that Section 138(1XBXe) of the penal Code as well as
the entire section of the Penal Code on the offences against moraliÿ ,,are

couched in sexist terms" in violation of Articles 2 and 3 of the Charter, without
giving any details.

92. The Respondent state did not respond to this allegation.

***

93.Article 2 of the Charter provides that

Every individual shall be entifled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedom
recognized and guaranteed in present charter without distinction of any kind

22Anaclet Paulo v. Tanzania (merits) (21 septemb er 2o1B) 2 AfcLR 446 ss 66-67
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such as race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or any other
opinion, national and social original fortunate, birth or any status.

94. Article 3 of the Charter stipulates that "(1) Every individual shall be equal before
the lau/' and that "(2) Every individual shall be entitled to equal protection of the
law."

95. The Court notes that the essence of Articles 2 and 3 of the Charter is to
proscribe differential treatment to individuals found in the same situation on the
basis of unjustified grounds. ln the instant Application, the Applicants make a
general allegation that the provision of the law perpetuates discrimination and
inequaliÿ before the law. They neither explain the circumstances of this
differential treatment nor provide evidence to substantiate their allegation.

96. For the above reasons, the Court holds that the Respondent State has not
violated Articles 2 and 3 of the Charter with respect to the allegation that
Section 138(B)(e) and the Penal Code section on moraliÿ offences promotes
sexism.

VIII. REPARATIONS

97. The Applicants pray that the Court quash their convictions and sentences and
order their release. Further, they pray that the Court grant them reparations for
the violations they suffered.

98. The Respondent state prays the court to deny the Appricant,s request for
reparations.

99.Article 27(1) of the protocol provides that

***
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if the court finds that there has been violation of a human or peopres, rights, it
shall make appropriate orders to remedy the vioration, incruding the payment
of fair compensation or reparation.

100' ln the instant case, no violation has been established and thus the issue of
reparation does not arise. The court, therefore, dismisses the Applicants,
prayer for reparations.

tx. cosTs

101' The Applicants pray the Court to order the Respondent State to bear the
costs. The Respondent state did not respond to this prayer.

102 Pursuant to Rule 30 of the Rules "unless othenrvise decided by the court,
each party shall bear its oram costs.,,

103. ln view of the above provision, the court rules that each pafi shall bear its
own costs

X. OPERATIVE PART

104. For these reasons:

THE COURT

Unanimously,

On jurisdiction

i. Dismisses the objection to its jurisdiction;

ii. Declares that it has jurisdiction.
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On admissibility

iii. Dismisses the objections on admissibility;

iv. Declares the Application admissible;

On the merits

v. Finds that the Respondent state has not viorated Articre 7(1)(d) of the
Charter as regards the basis of the Applicants' conviction being partial
evidence;

vi' Finds that the Respondent State has not violated Article T(2) asregards the
Applicants' conviction on the basis of a non-existent raw;

vii' Finds that the Respondent State has not violated Article 6 of the Charter as
regards the denial of bail pending trial.

viii. Finds that the Respondent State has not violated Articles 2 and 3 of the
Charter as regards Section 138(B)(e) of the Penal code and the penal Code
section on moraliÿ offences promotes sexism.

On reparations

ix. Drsmisses the Applicants, prayer for reparations;

On cosfs

x. Orders each pafi to bear its own costs

Sylvain Oré, President;

Ben KIOKO, Vice president;

Rafaâ BEN ACHOUR, Judge;
n/)

-- 
--t4/'. L*l

Signed:

t)
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Ângelo V. MATUSSE, Judge;

.1Suzanne MENGUE, Judge; !ur
i

M-Thérèse MUIGMUL|SA, Judge; -*-fu.- -

Tujilane R. CHIZUMILA, Judge; Tl-.>.- C-Q^^-.* b0

Chafika BEN§AOULA, Judge; (,'7-(l '

Blaise TCHII(AYA , Judgg---
/

Stella l. ANUKAM, Judge; 6\^!_AiU

and Robert ENO, Registrar

Done at Arusha, this Twenÿ-Fifth Day of September, in the year two Thousand and
Twenty in English and French, the English text being authoritative.

f.r
.;
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